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1.12
ABSTRACT
This report describes part of the research work
conducted under the Fritz Laboratory Project 322, entitled
nA~StructuralModel Study' of Load Distribution in Highway
Bridges TT q
The purposes of this work were to:
1. Find an analytical correlation between
the transverse distributions of longitud-
inal bending moments and the cross-sectional
deflections in box~meam bridges.
2. Develop a practical method for the estima-,.
tioD of bending moments in box~beam bridges
by the use of cross-sectional deflections~
To experimentally·verify the proposed method, test
results from seventeen small scale (1/16) Plexiglas box~beam
bridge models are reported. Details of the fabrication,. in-
strumentation and tes'ting, of the models can be found in Ref. 9.
In particular, it should be noted that these seventeen Plexiglas
. models wene tested under static 'vehicular loads, using the creep
compensating techniqueG
An analysis of the experimental results and a.proposed
method for ,estimating bendi~g moments are presented. The estimated
'values exhibit good agreement with the model test ~esults. The
contribution ,of curbs and parapets to the flexural stiffness of
the bridge 'was taken into account in the analysis. The influ-
ences on the'correlation between bending moments and cross-sec-
tional deflections due to curbs, parapets, diaphragms, size and
spacing ofbe·ams, and thickness of slab are discussed.
The proposed method was used to estimate bending,mo-
ments in one existing bridge~ The estimated values were found
to be close to those obtained in the field testo As a result
of this investigation, it is believed that the use of measured
'deflections, along with the 'geometric properties of the cross-
section, may ,enable an economical and accurate estimation,of
the lateral load distribution in prestvessed concrete box-beam
bridges.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
Bridge structures form one of the most' important com-
ponents of, modern highway systemso Over the past fifteen years,
many new concepts have been introduced in the area of bridge de-
·signo One of the more recent concepts was the design of beam-
slab bridges utiiizing'precast, prestressed concrete box beams,
spread apart and equally,spaeed, along with a cast-in~place
concrete slab. The curbs and parapets are also cast in place,
using ,reinforcing 'bars in the connection with the slab. In
bridges of this type constructed in Pennsylvania, the beams are
designed according to the provisions set for~h:in the Pennsyl-
vania Department of Highways Bridge Division Standards ST-200
through ST-208.1S These provisions closely parallel those
covering t4e ;design of longitudinal beams as set forth in the
A.A.S.H.O. Standard Specifications for Highway Bridges.1
1.2 ,'Object and Scope
Recently, the field tests of several in-service high-
way bridges have, established the fact that the actual distribu-
tion 6f- maxi,mum vehicular loads to the beams is not. in line
~ith the distribution assumed in t~e design.5 In these tests,
-3-
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strain gages attached to the superstructure at selected looa-
~
tions were used to evaluate the load distribution.
To approach the evaluation in a different way, this
investigation is directed toward the possible correlation of the
transverse distribution of bending moment in the longitudinal
beams with the cross-sectional deflections. The p~incipal ad-
vantage of using cross-sectional deflections to evaluate the
bending moments is that there are considerably fewer problems
associated with the installation and operation of deflection
equipment than with strain gage recording equipment. Equally
important is the fact that the deflections are a form of an
integrated response of the entire structure; while the fiber
strains are of a more local nature, and greatly affected by
singularities in the immediate vicinity of the strain.measure-
mento If a fine correlation between the bending moments and
deflections can be found, the primary use of deflections in
field studies and laboratory work could result in more econom~
ical and efficient testing methods.
The principal objectives of the study presented in
this report are:
1. To find a theoretical correlation be-
tween ·the transverse distribution of
-4-
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bending moment in the longitudinal
beams and the cross-sectional deflec-
tions, in prestressed concrete spread
box-beam bridges, wit~ or without curbs,
parapets, and diaphragms 0
20 To develop a_practical method of esti-
mating"the individual bending ~oments by
using the cross-sectional deflections.
The deflection of each box beam can be
either divectly measured by dial gages
or by,deflectometers, or even calculated
by. one of the existing theories of anal-
ysi~olO
The study-presented in this r~port is a part of the
research-work conducted under the Fritz ,Laboratory Project 322,
ep.titled "A" Structural Model Study of Load Distribution in High-
way Bridges TT • The primary objective of the overall project,is
the investigation of static live load distribution in prestressed
concrete' spread box~beam bridgeso
In order to experimentally verify the analytical cor-
relation and the proposed method, presented in Chapters 2 and 5,
respectively, a systematic series of seventeen small scale (1116)
Plexiglas box-beam bridge models was designed and fabricated,
assembled and testedo Comparisons of the distributions of exper-
imental bending-moments with, experimental cross~sectional deflec-
tions and with ,estimated distributions of bending moments are given
~5-
in this report. In ~ddition, the influence of curbs, parapets,
s'ize and spacing of beams, and thickness of slab, on the· cor:re-
lation between bending moments:and cross-sectional deflections,
is discussed in detail.
1.3 ,Previous Research
A number of field inves'tigations have been conducted'
on highway bridges of the beam-slab type. Most of the bridges
tested were I-beam bridges with either steel or prestressed con-
crete beams. Only a limited number of studies have dealt with
prestressed concrete box-beam bridges. In particular, rela'tively
little experimental and theoretical work has been carried out in
the study of simply-supported, spread box-beam bridges.
An,extensive annotated bibliography on lateral dis-
tribution of loads in bridges, including slab bridges and beam-
slab bridges, is given ,in Ref i llto,. Since the information presented
herein is evaluated by model tests, some of the previous model
studies on load distribution are included as Refs. 2, 3, ~, 6, 7,
8, 11, 15, 16, 18, and 190
-6-
'2. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
2.1 Statement of Problem
In the theoretical work presented in Ref. 17, a
single distribution,coefficient was established for the deter-
mination of both. deflections and longitudinal bending ,moments
in a beam~slab bridge. This single distribution.coefficient
was applied only to bridge cross-sections with.equal stiffness
in all of the beams, and curb and parapet were not considered.
Satisfactory agreement 'with: the theory was found in
tests reported in Refs. 7 and 8 ~here, after a careful compari-
son of the theonetical distribution.coefficients for longitudinal
bending moments with:the experimental distribution. coefficients ,
it 'was.concluded that the agreement was acceptable. Furthermore,
an excellent agreement was found in·the-comparisons between,the
theoretical and experimental distribution ,coefficients for de-
flectionso
On the other hand, the previous conclusions were not
agreed upon by other·investigatorso Comparison of the strains
in ,the bottom flanges of I beams -with·the deflections in a·beam-
slab ~bridge showed no consistent correlation.6 The same problem
--7-
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was observed in Ref. 12, where it was concluded that the bending
moments and the deflections in the beams are not proportional as
determined from field test results. It was also pointed out in
Refo 11 that there is a considerable discrepancy between the
experimental distribution of.bending moments and the calculated
distribution coefficients, based on a sinusoidal longitudinal
distribution of a concentrated load 0 Thus~ an approximate ad-
justment to the Guyon-Massonnet theory was proposed,ll in order
to take into account the effect of a concentrated load.
Confusion may arise from the fact that different 'con-
clusions were reached by:several investigators. Therefore, some
of the assumptions in the theory will be examined.
The ~uyon~Massonnet method5 is based on the following
two main assumptions:
1. That a constant stiffness exists in
both the longitudinal and transverse
directions 0 In other words, the effects
of a stiffening edge member and·beams of
different size cannot be considered 0
20 That the transverse distribution of actual
concentrated loads is the same as the trans-
verse distribution of loads which are dis-
tributed sinusoidally along the length of
the bridgec
-8-
It- is a_fact that- most of the existing·prestressed con-
.crete bridges have curbs and parapets. Test results have shown,
that some composite action exists between curbs and beams, and
between curbs and par~pets.5 Thus, the first ass,umption cannot
be satisfied when the curbs and parapets are present. If the
effects due to curbs and parapets are not accounted for, errors
will be introduced.
In addition, there is a substantial difference between
the ~ctual single' concentrated load and the assumed sinusoidal
19ad varying along the bridge. This difference is one of the
reasons for the disagreement between the theoretical distribu-
tion,coefficients for bending moments and experimentally.deter-
.mined valu.es. Finally, the assumption of Poisson" s ratio equal
to zero is another source of error ,in the method under discussio~.
Furthermore, it is believed that it is not adequate
to use the strains at the bottom·face of beams as a direct. in-
dication of bending moments in beamso4~7 The evaluation of the
true'bending moment. in the beams should take into account the
contribution of the individua·l slabs, since equilibrium should
exist.in.each beam-slab'unito To more accurately determine the
bending moments in beam-slab units, the strains along the side
,faces of beams, top of slab, curbs, and parapets should be
-9-
measured carefully, as well as the strains on the bottom faces
of beams.
In 'order to better understand the correlation between
the transverse distributions of longitudinal bending moments and
the cross-sectional' deflections in a single span, simply-supported
box-beam bridge i'n ,which .curbs and parapets mayor, may not be
present, a theo~etical analysis is given in this chapter. Fi-
nally, a-simplified method of estimating bending mom~nts in the
beams by using the cross-sectional' deflections and geometrical
configura'tion of the "cross-section of the bridge is p,roposed in
Chapter 50
2.2 ,Assumptions
Before the analysi~ can be developed, the following
assumptions are made.
1. The structure is homogeneous and iso-
tropic before the occurrenee of any
cracking (both in longitudinal and
transverse :directions) or excessive
'deformationo
20 The thickness of each:plate component
is assumed to be constant and uniform 0
3. A linear relationship exists between
forces and deflections 0 Only ·elas:tic
....10-
behavior of the bridge is considered in
the analysis.
~. A ,full composite action.exists between
beams, slab~ curbs, and parapets. All,
connections 'insure that no relative dis-
placements between components can occur.•
5 . The 'end supports provide 'no l'ongitudinal
restraint for ea.ch beam-slab un·it..
6. 'The 'bending moment 'diagrams of all beam....
slab units are ass,umed similar "in geometry.
7 . The secondary -effects on the·deflec,tion of
the beams ~.due. totw.isting,are -·ne.g.ligible .--
8. The transverse bending.moments (with respect
to a vertical axis) in beam-slab units are
assumed ·to be small compared with the longi-
tudina·l 'b'ending' moments (with respect to
horiz'ontal,' axis) and can be negle,cted.
9. The' pr~se:rice of diaphragms does not affect
the analysis.
2.3 Development
A ·.simply-supported., box~beam.,bri.dge.; c.an.-.be.... r,egarded
as an assemblage of a·.set of beam-sl,ab' urtits. Each· beam-slab
tmit, is composed .of a ,box b,eam.:and Man individual width, of, s.l.ab.
Curbs: and' parapets act in combina:tion wi th the exterior' beam-
slab t.l11-i t,g • By .Ass'umpt'ion 9,. midspan and end diaphragms, which
-11-
....
., are .originally"designed ,in. c.rder ,to improve the la-ad. distr,ibu-
tion of ,the bridge,. ar,e not considered, ,.in this.-analysis •. '. ,It is
be.liev,ed. that .. the diaphragm·s will not sub,s.taritially- affect the
correlation between the· .transverse distributions.of longitudinal
bending.. moment$ and' distributions of cross-sectional deflections 0
This conoept ~ill be· discussed in Chapter s.
A ,typical cross-section of a box~beatrL br,idg.e. is given
in Fig. la,o ,When the deck of the bridge is subj ected 'to a vehic~
ular load" five -internal forces and moments are .produced in any
.cross-section of each beam-slab lU1i t·o These ·f.crees ..and moments
.,alJe ,longitudinal bending moment M , transverse bending. moment M ,;X y
total vertical shear force Sy' total horizontal shear force Sx'
.and twisting moment M ,which is shown inF~g. Ib~
'xy
The vertical· deflec:tion at the centroid, 8 , of giveny
beam-slab 'unit ,can be written as
6 = (8 ) . + ('8 ) + (8 )y y' bendlng y shear 'y torsion
As a beam-slab unit has a box beam of rigid closed
(1)
cross-section, it' ,is l?-easonabIe to consider the unit as a solid
beam insof_ar as its behavior .lU1der the' combined ,flexure. and.-to-r-
si'on is· concerned.
Consequently, the·'cross-section of each·beam-slab
".unit· which,is·.,initially plane r.emains plane .after .de'formati.on,
.~a..nd ..there, is. no extension. or s.heaving" strain,.,in" ..the ,plane of the
'c,ross-sectieno, ··S.amt Venant's principle is valid. ,in this cas.e,.o
Aeco,rding' to 'this "principle and the adopt,ed hypothesis ,. the -in..
.t.ernal, forces acting on the, eros,s-sec'tion lead to one resultant,
which·may be replaced by _.an· eq.uivalent system-- o.f .fo-rceswithout
.changing. the state of strain of the mathematical. model' ,adopted
for the solid beam. The beam-slab UTli.t would -,uude]2go ..to~sion
according, to the .law of pure torsiono Since the effect of the
ver:tic.al deflecti,on due to, "p,ure torsion..: is. neglected ,according
to AS.s',ump,ti-on 7,: .and s,i.nce the effect of shear. ,,,force is very
small, Ego 1 can be simplified as
.considering a be,am-sl.ab uni t as simply' supported at both ends,
(Assump,tion 5), .the vertical, ,deflec'tion at the centroid of a
.given .section due to bend,ing can be 'folll1d from Fig. lb as .-fol-
lows:
The·deflection· in the VV direction is
6
vv = F (E~UU )uu
~13-
and the·deflection.in the DU direction,is
where MUll and Mvv'are the bending moments with respect to
Axes DU and VV, respectively,
I ,and I are 'the moments of inertia with respect ,to
Ull vv
Axes DD and VV, respec'tively,
and F is a certain. function depending on the 'bending, moment
diagram and on the posi'tion of the section.
S·uperimposing the vertical components of 6 and' a " the totalvv ,Ull
vertical'deflectioll:is
8 = 5 Sin e +·8 cos,eY Ull . VV
By the law of transformation of coordinate axes, the'moments of
inertia-I' ... I Q and I are expressed in terms of I - I
uu... vv" uv xx" yy'
,--l~-
-I ]
I
llV
VV
[
IxX
= R -I
xy
(3)
wherein R-is the rotation matrix
,{
and
R ' = [Cos a -8 in. aa' ]
-Sin. a Cos.
Substituting R-into Ego 3, we obtain
I
-
I Cos2 a + I Sina. e - ·2- I Sin, e • Cos aUll xx yy xy
I = I Bina. e +-1 Cos2 e + 21 Sin, e . Cos e (4)yy xx yy xy
I ,= (Iyy - I xx) Sin, e Cos e ,- .1 Cos (2, e)uv xy
M and M can be expressed as
Ull vv
M
-' M Cos e + M S,ip.e
'Ull x y
M =-M Sin.e +- M Cos e
vv 'x y
Substituting Egs. 4 and' 5 into Ego 2
(5)
= f (I
M Cos e + My Sin,e
e),6 x cos,ey Cosa e +.' I Sina, e
-
2·1 'Sin e Cos
xx yy xy ,
+I( -M Sin e+.:\r Cos e e) Sin eSins 'e 'x (6)E ·r + I Cos2- :e+ 2 I Sin ,8 Cosxx 'yy ,xy
According 'to Assumption 8, Ego 6 can be simplified as
6 = F Mx ( COS2. e
y E. I xo§ e +yy3 e - 2 IxySin e Cos e
-',
I Sina e +1 c~;ftee + 21 Sin e Cos e)
xx yy xy
Setting
'1 =
eq
1
(7)
Cosa-· e Sina, e
I CoIe+I si2e-I Sin(2)-I Si+6+1 Cufe+I Sin(26) (8)
xx yy xy xx yy xy
wherein, I eq is defined as TlEquivalent Moment of Inertia
11 for
ea,ch beam~slab unit 0 ,If" e = 0" I =-I
'eg xx
Substituting Ego 8 into Eq. 7 and rearranging, we obtain
,M
'x
(9)
-1.6-
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This·is the expression for the longitudinal bending ,moment at
a cross-section. of a beam-slab unit.
Considering the-equilibrium condition of longitudinal
bending moments at any ,-chosen cross-section of the bridge
i:;m
-i=m[ [ E. (leg) i(Jy.Ix) EXT ~ Ct1x) INT. (Mx) i 'l. {5 ) .. (10)= = = Fo
1 Y l.
i=l i=l
where Cf\{x) EXT. = total external bending moment
(Mx) INT 0 = total internal resisting bending ,moment
·m = number of beams
i = subscript used to identify'beam~slab lU1its
By defini.ti.on, the moment percentage (M .. P .. ) is
(M ) 0
:x 1
1=1
Using Eq" 10
E 0 (I ).
-1 eg 1. -(6 ) a
Fi Y 1.(M.P.). - = -.--------=----' X 1001. l=m
According to Assumptions 1 and 6, E. and F. are the same for all
, . 1 1.
beam-slab units; therefore, a correlation between -the transverse
distribution~of longitudinal bending- moments in beam-slab units
and the cross-sec'tional deflections ~sfound as fol'lows:
(M.P.).-=
1
(I eg:) i (B y) i
i=m
[ (leg) i (By) i
1=1
(11)
For the special case when (Ie ). is the same for allq 1.
beam-slab 1.ll1its, Eg. 11 becomes
(M.P·)i =
(8 ).y 1.
(12)
i=l
In other words, the moment percentages (M.P.) will be
equal to the,deflection percentages (D.P.), if the bridge has
identical equivalent moments-of inertia. for all beam~slab units.
30 EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
3.1 General Consideration
In this chapter, brief descriptions of the test pro-
gram and tes'ted models used in this study are pr~sented. De-
tails concerning the construction, instrumentation, fabrication,
and modeling techniques of the models, as well as the simili'tude
requiremen'ts considered, can be found in Ref" 9.
302 Test Program
The test program for the models was designed with the
objectives mentioned in Sedtion 1020
In the exper,imental model inves:tiga,tion, a series of
seventeen 1/16-scale Plexiglas models was_fabricated and tested.
All of the bridges were simply.' supported over a span. of 4-8.94-
inches.
According to the method of fabrication, the models
can be classified'into two categories: (1) Glued- model, in
, which all of the components were cemented '"together 'using Eth-
ylene Dichloride, and (2) Bolted model, in which ,pre-fabricated
beams, slab, curbs, parapets, and diaphragmswere'connected to-
gether by screws or tie-rodsQ A brief description of all models
is shown; in Table 10
-19·-
According to the geometry of the cross-section, the
models can :be separated into two groups: one group of models
without curbs and parapets, and the ot~er,with:curbs and para-
pets. Within each:group, bridges can again be divided 'into
two sub-groups: (1) bridges with diaphragms" and (2) b"ridges
without diaphragms. For the ,convenience of simple use ,in later
chapters, it might be h~lpful to classify the bridges as follows:
1. Case (0,0 9 0) represents bridges without
curbs, parapets, and diaphragms, such as
models Bl, BS, B9, BiS, and B160
2. Case (0,0,1) represents .bridges without
curbs and parapets, but with, diaphragms,
such as models B2, B6, and Bl.0~
3. Case (1,1,0) represents bridges without
diaphragms, butwith.curbs and parapets,
such as· models B3, B7, and Bllo
4. Case (1,1,1) represents bridges with all
elements. Most real bridges belong to
this categoryo Models AI, B4, B8, B12,
B13, and BIll- are "in,th.is case.
Bridge model B~ was chosen as the typical bridge in
this study. The cross-sectional dimensions are shown, in Fig. lao
Tbe five 'loading lanes covering the entire clear width, of 20.88
inches of the roadway, are numbered 1 through 5 from the east
edge, westward G Four identical box beams, l'epr~sen'ting prQ'totype
beams 4 feet wide and 39 inches deep" A longitudinal view of
a bolted model is given in Fig" 2~ and the arrangement of all
basic cross-sections of models is shown in Figa 3a
Electrical wire-resistance strain gages were mounted
~'>
at-each of thvee sections a Vertical dial gages were placed un~
der the box beams-at the first and at the second sections gaged,
which are 28022 inches and 1.7" 72 inches from the south support,
respe c tive l:y "
A -typical test setup is shown in Figs" 3 and ~o~
-.21.-
~. TEST RESULTS
~ol Presentation of Test Results
i
~.lGl Experimental Moment Percentages
In this study, the moment percentage for a specific
beam is defined as the bending, moment in that beam divided by
the sum of the bending moments in all of the beams at a .given
section 0) The experimental bending moments were· calcula'ted from
stress blocks obtained from the' measured strains i.n eachbeamel
The· exterior ,beams were analyzed as acting 'compositely
·with the slab,curbs, and parapets whenever they were presentel
Thus, the bending moments contributed by, the individual slab,
curbs, and parapets were taken into account, in the calculations
of the experimental moment percentages for all of the beams.
Through the use of a GE 225 digital computer ,with a.rather ,com-
plicated, but comprehensive program, these caloula'tions were
perfo'rmed on t·he sam~ day of thete~t. The synthe,tic 'de.scrip-
tion· of this computer program can be found in Ref. gel
The experimental moment percentages for all be'ams
with the load on lanes 1, 2, and 3 are presented in table formo
Tables 3, 4, 5" 6, 15, and 16 contain experimental 'moment per-
centages at Section 1 (nominal maximum moment) for the models
with four 4- ft. x 39 in. (4 x 39) box be'ams; Tables 7, 8, 9, and
10 p~esent similar values for 'models with four 4 x 30 box beams;
and Tables 11, 12, 13, and 14 correspond to the bridge models
wi th, four 3 x 42 box beams. Furthermore, the results, ·for the
bridge-~odels Al, B1S, and BI6 are presented in Tables 2, 17,
and 18.
4.1.2 Deflec'tionPeraentages and Rotation Percentages
Section 2 (nominal third point of the span), in adai-
tioD to Section 1, was gaged in~ order ·to measure, cross-sectional
de~lections and beam rotations. As deflections were measured
at the east and west faces of each beam, the average of these
two values was used to represent the mid-width deflection of
each b'eam.
The,deflection percentage of a particular beam is de-
fined as the deflection. of that beam div'ided by the sum o'f the
'deflec'tions of all of the beams at a ,given section. The rota-
tion percentage of a particular beam is the rotation, of that
beam divided by ,the Bum of the absolute values of 'the rotations
.of all of the beams at a.given- section.
Values of deflec'tion percentages and rotation per-
oentages at Section 1 in the' model tests are listed in Tables 2
through 18.
-23-
~.2 Analysis of 'Test Results
4.2.1 Cross-Sectional Strain Distribution
The :experimental strains from two model tests are
'plotted along the faces of an, exterior beam ,in Figs. 4 and'S.
In most instances, a linear relationsh~p,existed in,' the slab
and box beams 0 In" tq.e 'g14ed model AI, in ,which' the curbs and
parapets were cemented together:~ this linear variation extended
with, full interaction,into t~e,curbs, and with approximately 60%
interaction' into the parapets. In the bolted models, in which
" curbs and, paJjapet' pieces were bolted to the' slab and to the curb ~
respec'tively, t'he measured strains at the '·top sur,face of the par-
apets were only 20%-to 30% of the strains that would correspond
to full linear 'strain variationo A-possible ~eason, for this
deviat,ion: is mainly that the 'connee,tion between, curbs and para-
.pets was not 'strong·enoughto develop full composite action~
Another-cause is that 'the strain: gages at 'the top surface' of
the,parapets we~e not,i~ vertical alignment with those in the
box-beams and curbs. However, the experimental strain distribu-
'tion obtained from, ,model tests demonstrated that' full composi,te
act'ion, was ,developed in the interior beam-slab units ~ and in the
exteri.or bea.ms 'be'tween the beam-slab unit and the ' Qurb.
Several strain, readings were taken to"investigate
t-he strain distribution:in the top ,surface of the slab. The
-2,4---
longitudinal slab strains, although found to ·be in the 'same
'vertical linear variation with, the strains in the corresponding
beams, were' found to depart ,somewhat from the linear variation
; in the transverse,directiono
The 'computation", of the neutral axis location ,w~s based
on linear strain di·stribution 0 The 'distances, in ir;tches, from
the top fiber of the box beam.·tothe neutval axis on, 'the- east
and west faces of the be'ams in, models Al and B1 are presented
in Table 190 Based on these values, the locations of neutral
axes were plotted in Figso 6. and 70 The rotations of the neu-
tral axes with respect to horizontal axes were also calculated
and tabulated in these figureso
The test results shown indicate that the neutral axes
in the exterior beams were inclined for 'the load on any lane,
while -appreCiable inclin~tion of interior beam neutral ~X~S oc-
curred only -,when the load was on -the side of the bridge opposite
to t1)e beam ,tmder· considera,tion 0 The inclination of1 the neutral,
axes, which was less than 15° in all cases~ did not produce an
appreciable effect· in the calculation- of the bending moment M
:x'
if e was assumed-equal to 0° in Eqso 8 and 9.
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4.263 Correlation Between Rotation and Moment Percentages
From the 'test results presented, it can be seen that
'the transverse rotation .. ofthe beams :was very.: small, and that
the range, of absolute rotations under 'vehicular load: varied from
o to 800· million'ths of a -radian, depending on the rigidity of the
'cross-section,.of the bridgeo
In order ·,to study the' correlation between ro'ta'tions of
the beams and bending, moment d'istribution,four -typical plots of
A (the ratio of experimental moment percentage to deflection, per-
oentage) against ro'tation percentages are shown. in Figs .. 20, 21,
2:2, and 23 G Each plot was chosen~ from the test results of sev-
enteen, models, :to t'epresent a typical case", F'igures 20 through
23' show, results of model BI for Case (0,0,0);. model B6 for Case
(O,O,l) ; model B'll for Case (1 9 1,0) and model AI, for Case '(l;l,l),
respectivelYG
A ,c,ommon charac'teristic 'was observed 0 In. each ,figure,
A. ... rotat'ion percentage relationships were plotted for both ,ex ....
terior and interior ,beams with, the truck, on the ,five ,different
loading laneso These figures indicate that the values: of A were
insensitive to rotation, of tbe beams when the load was on the
's,ame half of the' roadway.. The 'variation, of; i\ increased consid-
erably ... when·the load was on the other half of 'the roadway 0 It
was also observed -- that the rotation pel?centages decreased ,appre-
·ciably:when the load was' moved from lane 4to lane 5.
As a-consequence of these observations, it is believed
that the rotations of the beam ,cross-sections do not bear any
,·primary relationship 'with the:bending moment distributions. In
other words, no simple correlation ,was found between-moment per-
centages and rotation pel?centages 0 On .the othe'r hand, it is be-
lieved that the rotations of the beams ,: should playa' more impor-
tant role in torsional moment distributionm .No &ttempt has heen
'.made to establish a.correlation between~torsionalmoment distri-
bution and rotation percentages.
4.2.4 Correlation Between Moment and Deflection Percentages
The experimental moment percentages in all beams at
test Section 1 a~e compared with the:deflection.pevaentages in
Figs. 8 through 19. Four ,model test ~esults were dhosen·to rep~
resent the:comparisons in.four ,typical cases, as'mentioned in
Section 4.2030 In.each-case, compa~isons are made in three fig~
ures.corresponding to ,the load in lanes 1, 2, and 3, respectively.
Figures 8, 9, and 10 show a.typical co~parison of the
experimental moment peFc~ntages and deflection,percentages,for
Case (0,,0,0). It ·can· be easily" seen, that the ratios of moment
--l
percentages to deflection percentages are veryiclose to a.value
of one, with a maximum relative·deviation.of 10.5% in: interior
beams, arid of 7cJl%'in exterior 'beams. In addition, these figures
show ,that the exterior,beams had slightly:smaller moment per-
Qent~es .than ,deflection peFcentages.
,Usin.g,the data. from, model B6, the effect of, midspan
and end diaphragms on the moment distributions and deflection
distributions is" illustrated in Figs It ll~ 12, and 130 It ·can
be observed that the experimental. moment percentages in·the
exterior,beams are slightly larger ,than· the deflection.pevcent-
ages when the load·is·placed on.lane 1 or lane 2. Furthermore,
Fig. :.l3 shows that moment percentages are almost identi'cal to
deflection:pe~centageswhen ,the load is on lane 3~
In addition, the:effect due to ,diaphragms is obtained
by a comparison of the data.from models Bl and B20 The most
noticeable'consequence of adding diaphragms is that the load is
distributed more uniformly across the bridgeo However, the cor-
responding·cha~ges:introducedin the moment percentages and in
the defleation:peFcentages of exterior ,beams are:essentially
the same. In other ,words, the. presence of diaphra.gms. d~d not
produce any,isignificant cha~ge on the:correlation,between bendi~g
moment pepcentages and deflection ,percentages 0
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For ,the bridges with·curbs and parapets, Case (1,1,0)
and Case (1,1,1), the:comparisons of experimental moment and
deflection percentages are:given in Figso 14 through 19. In
these two cases, there is an appreciable·disc~epancy'between
the bending-moment distributions and deflection distributionso
In general, for ,exterior ,beams, the moment percentages are sub-
stantially higher than·the·corresponding deflection,:pevoentages,
but the opposite situation,occurs for·interior beams o The val-
ues of ratios of moment percentages: to deflection percentages
range between O~91 to 1027 for ,exterior ,beams 9 and between O~6S
to 0091 for-interior beams~ This.discrepancy is especially ob-
vious.when the load is on lane 10 Therefor~, in these two cases 9
the deflection distribution ,cannot ,be used as a direct indication
~of the bending moment distributionG As ,a·result, the difference
in the flexural stiffness of the exterior and interior·bearn-slab
units should be taken into consideratioDo
40205 Effects of Vehicular Loading
The' close agreement 'between-moment and deflection per-
centages in the bridges.without·curbs and parapets indicates .that
it may be reasonable to conclude that the'moment~deflectionre-
lationship,is·quite similar·for all of the beams when,the bridge
is 'subjected to vehicular loadipgo ThenefQre~ there is no need
-29-
to make a.corvection to take into account the:effects ,due to
each individual concentrated wheel load, as suggested in Ref~ 4.
402.6 Effects Due:to Other Pavameters
Comparison,of test results from'model B4·with·those
from.models B13 and B14, shows the ·effect of different thiokness
of slab on the ,correlation between:moment and deflection"pevcent-
ageso Although a thicker slab.produced a,somewhat more uniform
lateral load distribution than a ,thinner slab, the ratios of mo-
ment peFcentages to deflection percentages were nearly identical
in these three cases~ Hence) the correlation between,bending
moment distributions will remain the same for the~ox~be~m bridges
with.different thicknesses of slabo
In addition) Table 35·shows that the experimental.mo-
ment percentages for. model BIS are in.close agreement with the
deflection,pevcentages. The lateral lOqd distributions; obtained
ane very·close to those in,model Bl~ The same agreement may be
found in Table 36:for the bridge with·seven'smaller·identical
(3 x 24) box beams 0 All of the above observations indicate that
the number, size, and spacing, of box beams do not significantly
affect the correlation between'moment percentages and deflection
:percentages.
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5. PROPOSED METHOD FOR ESTI~TING BENDING MOMENT
501 Development' of the Proposed Method
As discussed·in Chapter 2, the elastic structural be-
haviorof 'box-beam bridges under vehicular loads is extremely
,complicated, and no exact' method of analysis -has be,en- reached q
,The analysis is furth.er,complicated by the 'presenoe of curbs,
parap'ets, and diaphragms" Therefore ~ drastic simplifications
and assumptions are essential in a reasonably approximate theo-
retical solutiono
The assumptions made in Chapter 2 led to a simplified
correlat,ion between distributions of longitudinal bending mo-
ments and of cross~sectional deflections, as shown in Eqs~ 11
and 12. It is apparent that the computations for leg' eguiv~
alent momellts .of inertia of individual beam-slab: units, are still
rather lengthy and cumbersome. In order to simplify the prac-
tical application, one further assumption should be made: the
neutral axes in box beams are assumed to be horizontal and
passing through the centroid of each beam-slab unit"
Based on this assumption~ leg' shown in Eg. 8, can
be simplified to I • This results in a-much 'simpler ,correla-
. . xx '
tion, which is given as follows:
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---_ .._ .....- -------
(M _P _) 0 =
1 m
L
.i=l
(I ) co (8 ) 0
xx 1 y 1
'(13)
By.dividing (I ). by I and (6) 0 by,~ (6) 0' this equation.can
xx lOy 1 . Y 1
be non-dimensionalized to
(F . M. I .) 0 CD •P .) 0
1 1(M. P.) i = -m--------
(F . M. I .) 0 CD •P .) 0
1 1
i=l
(14)
where I is the moment of inertia of a reference box beam,with
o
~espect to its horizontal centroidal axi~~
F.M.I. is the factor of moment of inertia~ defined as
-the -ratio of I /1 9 and
xx 0
D.P. is the deflection percentage of an individual
beam~slab tmito
The only undefined variable in computing Ixxcis the
individual slab width 0 Although a slab width varies appreciably
when the load is on diffeuent lanes, its.effect on the magnitude
of I and on F., M. I. was, f01n1d to be small 0 (See Figs" 2~ and 2,50)xx
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Theref~re, the center-to-center $pacing of box beams is used as
the individual slab,width,for interior beams, and edge-of-slab
to the first mid-spacing as the individuaL slab ,width for ex-
terior-beams. According to this simplification, the values of
the so-called "Hypothetic Factor of Moment of Inertia TT . for the
bridges with·three different sizes of box beams·were calculated
and presented in Table 20. In,each,case, the hypothetic F.M.I.
were:computed based on three different thicknesses of slab,and
four different percentages of effectiveness of par~pets: 0%,
30%, 6~~, and 100%.
To study the validity. of the hypothetic F.M.I., a com-
parison of experimental and-hypothetic values was made and is
presented in Table 21. The experimental F.M.I. values we~e based
on the-e)4perimental individual slab-widths.
In Table. 21, it is seen that the values of hypothetic
F.M.!. are nearlY.lequal to the·corresponding values of aver~ge
experimental F.M.!. for ,exterior beams, and approximately ,4 - 10%
:smalle~ in, interior beams. Therefore, a complete set of suggested
values of Factor 'of Moment of In~rtia·is presented in Table 22.
For convenience, these tabulated values are also presented in
Figs~ 26 through 28. In,these figures,. the required values of
P.M.!. can be~ead directly or by;interpolation for different
combinations of slab ,thickness and effectiveness of parapets.
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The moment 'pencentages based on the experimental F.M.I.
are tabulated in Tables 2 through 18 under ,the title of "computed
moment percentagesTTo The influence of using-suggested F.M.I. can
be found by.comparing these computed moment pevcentages-with,es-
timated moment peucentages based on, the following ,proposed method:
'Step 10 Compute the deflection percentages
CD~P.) for.each:box.beam byiusing
the cross-sectional deflections (8,),y
which,would be obtained by ,direct
- measurements.
Step 20 Adopt a-value for,the:percentages of
effectiveness-of parapets in accordance
with the nature of the connection~ and
then,determine the :values of Factor of
Moment of Inertia.for·all beams by the
use of the provided chartso If the
thickness is not available in the.charts,
the required values can be found by:in-
terpolationo
Step 3~ Compute the:coefficients of, moment of
inertia (C~MQI.) for-all beams by,divid-
ing the FeM.I~ of each ,beam by the sum-
mation of F~MQI.Ts of all of the beamso
Step 40 Calculate the·estimated moment percent-
ages (E.MQpo) using the following formula~
(E.M.P.) 0 =
~ m
L
i=l
(C •M~ I .) 0 CD . P .) m
1 ~
~34.".
(15)
Step 5~ Finally~ determine the estimated
longitudinal bending-moments by
multiplying the total bending moments
at the-section,CoBcerned by the E.M.P.T S •
5.2 ,Illustrated Example
An,ex~ple to illustrate the proposed method is·pve-
sented as follows:
The problem is to find the moment percentages at Section 1 in
Bridge Model B4 when ,the load is on lane 1 by using the follaw-
ing information:
10 The:cross-sectional deflections
(in 10-6 ina) are 489 for beam 1;
379 for beam 2; 229.for beam 3; and
120 ,for beam 4.
2. The bridge has four ,4 x 39 box beams~
slab 8'ina in thic~~ess~ curbs~ para-
pets~ and diaphragms.
Solution:
S~ep 10 Deflection Percentages (D~P.)
489
,(D,P')l = (489 + 379 + 229 + 120) (100) =40018
Similarly
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(D 0 P.) 2 = 31013
CD. P.) 3 = 18082
CD. P.) 4- = 9086
Step·20
Thirty percent of parapet effectiveness:can·be
considered as contributing to the flexural stiffness
of this bridge, based on Figo 50
The suggested values of FoM.I. are taken,from
the:charts in Figo 26 0
(F.M.I')1~4 = 3.74
(F.M.I')2~3 = 2.75
Step 30 Coefficients of Moment of Inertia:
STep 4-0 Estimated Momerlt Percentages from Eq 0 15
,(1012) (40018) =
(E.M.P·)1 = (1.12) (40018+9.86) + (0088) (31014-+18.82) 44.96
Similarly
(E.M.P.)2 = 27643
(E.M.P.)3 = 16058
(E . M. P . ) 1+ = II, 0 03
503 Comparisons of Experimental and Estimated Moment Percentages
Using the proposed method 9 values of estimated moment
percentages were calculated and compared with: experimental ,moment
percentages for the Berwick Bridge and eight bridge modelso The
results are presented in Tables 23 through 310 As mentioned in
Section 40201, a 60% ',effectiveness of the pat'apets was asswned
in'model Al and the BeFwick Bridge~ and a 30% effectiveness of
the parapets in models B3 9 B~~.B7~ B8 9 B12~ B13~ and B14.
Satisfactory ,agreement was found in all cases between
the experimenta.l and estimated moment pe:vcentageso In ,particular,
the differences ·wer,e minimal for all models when the load was on
lane 30
For ,the bridge models:with,curbs~.parapets~and with
,or,without,diaphragms, the maximum difference in,the:comparison
is within 3% of the total nesisting pendi~g moment at Section l~
In:most instances, this occurred in beam 1 when the load was on
lane 10 The reason, is possibly/due to the fact that the assumed
-------- _ .._-_..._._.._ .._._...._.--- ----
.pe~centages of effectiveness of the parapets were not entively
'valid when, the load was on lane loOn·, the other hand, virtually
. identical results were obtained when,t~e load was on lane 3.
This:can be explained by the fact that the neutral axes in the
box·beams-with·the load on lane 3 are almost horizontal, and
thus, the assumption (leg = l
xx
are =0°) can be bettersatis-
.fiedo
For the bridges without-curbs and parapets, the equiv-
alent 'moments of inertia-of individual beam~slab'units are nearly
!equal. It is reasonable to assume that the I TS are the same in
, eq
all beam-slab units~ Therefo~e, by Ego 12, the estimated moment
percentages ,can be taken as equal to the .deflection,percentages;
and the ,comparison'of estimated and experimental-moment percent-
ages becomes that of experimental moment percentages and deflec-
tion ,percenta'ges as discussed in Section 4e. 204-0 For convenience,
this.comparison is·given in Tables 32 through 360
The·comparison.for the Berwick Bridge· is: shown in Ta-
hIe 23. The diffenences·between·the experimental and the esti-
mated moment pepcentages are slightly larger than in·the'models.
However, for practical purpoaes, the estimated values are still
acceptable~ The deflections used-in the Berwick Bridge were
based on·the:cra~l-speed field tests.
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504 V~lidity and Limitations ,of the Pvoposed Method
Since the:proposed method was developed by using the
theoretical correlation between the bending moment distribution
and the cross-sectiona,l defl,ections ~ all of the ~ssu~ptions made
in Sections 242 and 5~1·should be satisfi~do It maybe noted
that most of these assumptions and si~pl~fications have ~lTIeady
been discussed and evaluated in Sections 402 and 5Q10 In this
.section~ more attention is given to the discussion of the assump-
tions which are not always valid~ and to the limitations of this
method 0 This discussion. can be summarized as,follows~
10 The linear longitudinal slab,strain
distribution·in,the transverse direction
is a ·simplifying assllmption.which·produces
some error i'n the computation' of the ex-
perimental moment percentageso9
20 It was assumed in· this method that the
bridge is homqgeneouso Actually, the
modulus of elasticity.for\the:cast~in­
'place slab~ curbs~ P?rapets~ and dia~
,phragms is lower than that of the box
beams 0 This again~ introduces·certain
errors.in,estimating·bending,moments,by
,the 'proposed methode
30 The neutral, axes ,w€ne assumed to be hor-
izontal and passing through the 'centroid
of each'oeam~slab unit 0 This condition
was found to exist in all model tests,
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only when the load was on lane 3&
4. This method can be used to estimate
the longitudinal bendiDg moments in
box~beam bridges within the elastic
range only. The transverse bending
moments and inelastic structural be-
havior are not to be determined by this
method 0
So The charts provided in Figs. 26 9 27 9 and
28 are applicable to bridges.constructed
according to bridge standards similar to
those of the Pennsylvania Department of
Highways 0 2 For a bridge with different
design. of curb and parapet~ the provided
charts cannot be used. The true factors
of moment of inertia should be calculated
by adequate consideration ,of the reserve
strength in curbs and parapets.
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6 (J CONCLUSIONS
The lateral distribution ,of static 'vehicular loads in
.prestressed ooncrete box~beambridges,within the:elastic'range,
hqs been,successfully estimated for.eighteen different 'cross-
.sections 0 Within the scope of this report? the following con~
.elusions were reached:
1. In'box~beambridgeswithout curbs and
parapets, the moment percentages were
:found to be essentially the same as the
defleetion,percentages·under vehicular
loads. Both,the theoretical analysis and
the test results ,confirmed this conclusion.
2. The test results-consistently;indicated full
composite action ,between the slab and the
·curb·seotions, and some degree of composite
action between. curb and parapet sections 0
This degree of co~posite action is believed
to be one of the primary reasons for ,the
difference between the distributions-of longi~
t~dinal pendi~g.moments and that of cross-
.sectional deflectionso Thus, the reserve stnength
~contributed by.curbs and parapets should be ac-
,counted for in the analysis and design.
3. Since a reasonable agreement was found in the
comparison ,of the experimental moment_pevcent-
~ges and the estimated moment percentages by
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the proposed method, the lateral dis-
tribution.of lo~gitudinal bending moments
may be estimated within acceptable accuracy
using the 'proposed method for the bridges
with ' curbs and parapetso
44 It appears that the presence of midspan and
end diaphragms has little effect on the cor~
relation between the distributions of longi-
tudinal bending moments and the cross~sectional
deflections 0
So The plots of the ratios of, moment percentages
'to deflection.percentages against rotation
percentages indicate that there is no simple
relationship between the lateral distribution
of bending ,moments and the transverse individual
rotations in box~beam bridges~
''6 $ In a .box-beam bridge u:nder ,vehicular loading ')
the moment-defleotion uelationship is quite
similar for all beams, regardless of vehicle
locatioDo This:is due to the fact that the
effects on the non.,..proportional,ity betweeh
~ strains and defl,ectio~r1s is gneatly :'reduced
when:multiple wheel loads a~e used instead
of a si~gle concentrated loado
7 e The proposed met,hod has been primarily eval-
uated by ,the test results of four-beam bridges 0
It is believed that further 'study of load dis-
tribution for th~ee-beam and five~beam bridges
might be helpful in ,establishing a-better
--- ....--....- ..-.-._-...----...- ..--.----..-..- .....-.-. -.---- 1
understanding of the reliability of
this ,method 0
8. Every step'of the proposed method can
be carried out by 'means of a-system of
electronic circuits built into instrument
modules ~ The cireuits ' can ,be readil_y i set
in accordance with·the bridge.cross-section
characteristics 0 It 'would be possible to
devise a testing ,system in order ,to ,measure
beam deflections by the use of defl.ectometers 0
The cross-sectional deflections-could then,be
-fed to a-set of inter~connected instrument
- modules~ and the moment percentages could be
read di~ectly in,digital counterSa Through
this idea, a·more efficient and more econom-
ical method can be used for both field and
laboratory investigations 0
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8C1 TABLES
Table 1 Models Tested
Model Number Size Slab Curbs* Parapets* Dia- File
No. of of Thick phragms~ Camp.
B.eams Beams (in.) Output
Al 4 4x3'9 0.5 1 .1 1 I23
Bl 4 4x39 0.5 0 0 0 a
B2 4 4x39 0.5 0 0 1 n
B3 4 4x39 0.5 1 1 0 m
.B4 4- 4x39 0.5 1 .1 1 e
BS 4 4x30 0.5 0 0 0 k
B6 4 4x30 0.5 0 a 1 1
B7 4 4x30 0.5 1 1 0 j
B8 4 4-x30 0.5 1 1 1 i
B9 4 3x42 0.5 a 0 0 0
BID 4 3x42 0.5 a 0 1 r
Bll 4 3:><42 0.5 1 1 D P
B12 4 3x42 0.5 1 1 1 q
B13 4- 4x39 0.375, 1 1 1 g
B14 '+ 4x39 0.625 1 1 1 f
BlS 4 2-3x42 0.5 0 a 02-4x30 s
BI6 7 3x24 0.5 0 0 a t
*Code: A zero means NO and a one means YES.
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LANE 3
LANE 1, 40.'1 31.19 18,45 9.65
LANE 2 30~70 31 tt 3'7 23~21 14.72
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(fable 9 .Summary of~l'es.tResults (Model B7)
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Table 1.9 Distances (in inches) From the Tqp Fiber
of the Beam to the 'Neutral Axis in 'the Beams
At Section 1, Bridge Model A~
Loq.d Be9-m 1 Beam 2
on East West East' West
Lane Face Face Face Face
-1 O.l931 0.1134 0 .. 4102 0.2095
2 0.2680 0.3000 0.1+384- 0.3539
3 0.1823 0.4517 O. 341.5 ,0.2842
4- 0.0613 0.4789 0.2765 0.4297
5 0.3745 0.5841 0.4039 0.6517
At Section 1, Bridge Model B1
Load Beam 1 Beam 2
on East West East West
Lane Face Face Faqe Face
1 0,5279 0.3103 0.6395 0.2786
2 0.5460 0.4231 0.5224- 0.3547
3 0.4670 0.5333 0.4210 0.4917
4- 0.3097 0.8347 0.1725 0.6353
'5 0.1348 0.8565 0.2854- 0.8509
..64-
Table 20 Hypothetic Factors of Moment of Inertia (P.M.I.)
Beam Slab Hypothetic F.M.I.
S;ize Th:Lckness p* Exterior Interior I **(in4 )
(Prototype) (in.) Beam Use Beam Use 0
0 2.99
,6 30 3.38 2.3960 3.74-
100 4-.18
4- 0 3.34-
X 8 30 3,74 2.75 2.10660 4.11
39 100 4-.56
0 3070
10 30 4-.1.2 3.1160 4.50
100 4.97
0 3.4l
6 30 4,01 2.6160 4.57
100 5.23
4- 0 3.88
8 30 4.50 3.06 1.1~3x 60 5.08
39 ·100 5.78
a lJ..38
10 30 5 003 3.5260 5.64-
100 6.38
0 3.12
6 30 3.52 2.51 -.60 3.89
100 4.33
4- 0 3.48
8 30 3~88 2.88 2.052x 60 4026
39 100 4.72
0 3.85
10 30 4G26 3.24-60 4.65
100 5.13
. ,
!
Note: * P - Percentages of Effectiveness of Par~pets
** I - Base Moment of Inertia of Box Beam
o
~65-
Table 21 Comparison of Experimental and Hypothetic Factors
of Moment of Inertia at Section 1
(1.) (2) (3) (4-) (5) (6)
Brg. Beam Experimental F.M.I. Average Hypoth.
A* CO;b)No. No. Lane 1 Lane 2 Lane 3 Lane 4 Lane 5 F.M.I. F .M. I.
A-I 1 4.20 4.07 4.01. 4.10 3.83 4-.04- 1+.11 -1.. 712 2.96 2.83 3.08 2.99 3.05 2.98 2·.7S +7.72
B-4 1 3.84- 3.74- 3.78 3.73 3.74- 3.76 3.74- +0.54-
I 2 2.99 2.86 2.87'" 3.02 2.93 2.93 2.75 +6.56Q)
C1'l 1 3.50 3.41 3.36 3.26 3.20 3.35 3.38
-0.89I B-13 2 2.53 2.62 2.61 2.75 2.71 2~64 2.39 +10.05
B-14 1 4-.24- 4.16 4.06 3.98 3.95 4-.08 4- .1.2- -0.972 3.22 3.4-0 3.40 3.44- 3.43 3.38 3.11 +8.69
B-8 1 4.61 4.57 4.57 4.47 4.53 4.55 4.50 +1.1.12 3.18 3.25 3.26 3.45 3.38 3.30 3.06 +7.84-
B-l.2 1. 3.99 3.97 3.90 3.89 3.98 3.95 3.88 +1.802 2.89 3.13 3.1.4- 3.06 2.78 3.00 2.88 +3.82
Note: * 6. : Difference = (4) ~ (5) x 100(5)
Table 22 Suggested Factors of Moment of Inertia (F.M.I.)
...
Beam Slab Suggested F~M~I.
Size Thickness p* Exterior Interior(Prototype) (in.) Beam Use Beam Use
0 2099
6 50 3059 2.57
100 4'.. 18
4-
D 3034
x 8 50 3095 2096
39 100 4-.56
0 3.70
10 50 4033 3.34-
100 4097
0 3.4-1
6 50 4.32 2.80
100 5~23
4- a 3e88
x 8 50 4.83 3.29
39 100 5.78
a 4038
10 50 5038 3.78
100 6038
0 3012
6 50 3073 2.,.70
100 4-033
Y- o 3048
x' 8 50 4-010 3010
39 100 4072
0 3085
10 50 4049 3048
100 5013
Note: * P - Percentages of Effectiveness of Parapets
Table 23 Comparison of Experimental and Estimated Moment Percentages
at Section 1, Northbound, Berwick Bridge
(1.) .(2) (3) (4-) (5) (6) (7) (8)
Test Load Beam Experimental Deflection Coeff. of Estimated .Difference
Bridge on- No. Mome'nt Percentages Mome-nt Moment (7) - (4-)Lane Percentages of Inertia Percentages
1 43.82 34.99 1.15 4-0 . 78 -3.04-
I 2 30.95 31.• 03 0.85 26.50 -4.45CJ) 1
00 3 15.02 22.02 0.85 18.80 +3.78
I 4- 10.21 11.95 1.15 1.3.93 +3.72
Berwick 1 33.00 28.47 1.15 33.69 +0.69
2 2 31.06 33.39 0.85 28.95 -2.11Bridge 3 20.85 24.59 0.85 21.32 +0.4-7
(Prototype) 4- 15.09 13.55 1.15 1.6 .03 +0.94-
1 21.. 12 19.91 1.15 23.75 +2.63
3 2 29.00 29.4-8 0.85 25.76 -2.763 28.88 30.92 0.85 27.02 -1.86
4- 21.12 19.68 1.15 23.4-7 +2.35
Table 24- Comparison of Experitne"ntal and Estimated Moment Percentages
at Section 1., Load on Position 1
(1) (2) (3) (4-) (5) (6) (7) (8)
Bridge Load Beam Experimental Deflection Coeff. of Estimated- DifferenceModel on No. Mome"nt Percentages Moment Moment (7) - (4-)No. Lane Percentages of Inertia Percentages
1 1+4-.57 36.20 1.15 4-1.. 81 -2.76
I 1 2 27.02 29.62 0.85 25.06 -1.96O'J 3 15 .4-3 20.59 0.85 17.4-3 +2.00
t..D 4- 12.98 13.59 1.15 1.5.69 +2.71J
1 33.32 29.03 1.15 33.89 +0.57
A-I 2 2 26.61 29.77 0.85 25.46 -1.153 20.33 23.86 0.85 20.41. +0.0-8
4- 19.74- 17.34- 1.15 20.25 +0.51
1 25.50 22.74- 1.15 26.62 +1.12
3 2 24-.50 27.26 0.85 23.38 -1.12
3 24-.50 27.26 0.85 23.38 -1.12
4- 25.50 22.74- 1.15 26.62 +1.12
Table 25 Comparison of Experimental and Estimated Moment Percentages
at Section 1, Load on 'Position 1
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
Bridge Load Beam Experimental Deflection Caeff. of Estimated DifferenceModel on No. Moment Perc~ntages Moment Moment (7) - (4)No. Lane PercE;ntages of Inertia Percentages
1 47 .01 - 4-0.18 1.12 4-4-.96
-2.05
I 1 2 28.1.0 31.14- 0.88 27.4-3 -0.67
-......,J 3· 14.97 18.82 0.88 16.58 +1.61.0
I 4- 9.92 9.86 1.12 11.. 03 +1.11
1 35.13 30.48 1.12 34-. 49 -0.64-
B-4 2 2 29.30 31.70 0.88 28.24- -1.. 063 19 .31. 22.98 0.88 20.48 +1.1.7
4- 16.26 14.83 1.12 16.79 +0.53
1 24-.82 21.4-6 1.12 24-.4-3
-0.39
3 2 25.18 2.8.54 0.88 25.57 +0.393 25.18 28.54 0.88 25.57 +0.39
4- 24-.82 21.• 46 1.12 24-.43 -0.39
j
Table 26 Comparison of Experimental and Estimated Moment Percentages
at Section 1, Load on Position 1
(1) (2) (3) ('+) (5) (6) (7) (8)
Bridge Load Beam Experimental Deflection Coeff. of Estimated DifferenceModel on No. Moment Percentages Moment Moment (7) - (4-)No. Lane Percentages of Inertia Percentages
I 1 '+6.77 38.08 1-.16 4-1+. 31. -2.46
'-J 2 25.92 30.53 0.84 25.68 -0.21+f-J 1I 3 14-.80 20.21 0.84 17 .01. +2.21.
4- 12.51 11.18 1.16 13.01 +0.50
1. 35.04 29.67 1.16 34-.94- -0.10
B-8 2 2 27.55 30.79 0.84- 26.22 -1.333 19 .11, 23.66 0.84 20.15 +1.. 04-
'+ 18.30 15.88 1.16 1.8. 70 +0 .4-0
1 26.18 22.1.2 1.16 26.16 -0.02
3 2 23.82 27.88 0.84- 23.84- +0.023 23.82 27.88 0.84- 23.84 +0.02
4- 26.18 22.12 1.16 26.16 -0.02
Table 27 Comparison of Experimental and Estimated Moment Percentages
at Section 1, Load on Position 1
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
Bridge Load Beam Experimental Deflection Coeff. of Estimated DifferenceModel on No. MomeOnto Percentages Moment Moment (7) - (4-)No. Lane Percentages of Inertia Percentages
1 50.80 43.45 1.. 12 48.62 -2.18
I 2 28.76 32 . 40 0.88 28.45 -0.31
-......J 1N 3 13.18 17.01 0.88 14-.93 +1.75I
4- 7.26 7 .14- 1.12 7.99 +0.64-
1. 36.70 31.• 59 1.12 35.80 -0.90
B-12 2 2 30 . 4-3 32.67 0.88 29.06 -1.. 373 18.1.8 22.03 0.88 1.9 .59 +1.41
4- 14.69 13.72 1.12 15.55 +0.86
1 24-.32 21.4-8 1.1.2 24-.4-8 +0.16
3 2 25.68 28.52 0.88 25.52 -0.163 25.68 28.52 0.88 25.52 -0 .1.6
4- 24.32 21.48 1.12 24.4-8 +0.16
Table 28 Comparison of Experimental and Estimated Moment Percentages
at Section 1., Load on Position 1
(1) (2) (3) ('+) (5) (6) (7) (8)
Bridge Load Beam Experimental Deflection Coeff. of Estimated Differe'nceModel on No. Moment Percentages Moment Moment (7) - ('+)No. Lane Percentages of Inertia Percentages
1 49.16 42.85 1.13 48.49
-0.67I 2 28.46 32.10 0.87 27.86
-0.60-........J 1
17.87 15.51 +1.71w 3 13.80 0.87I
'+ 8.58 7.19 1.13 8.14
-0.4-4-
1 34-.58' 29.97 1.13 34-.'+2
-0.16
B-13 2 2 31.15 32.77 0.87 28.87 -2.283 19.38 22.75 0.87 20.05 +0.674- 14-.89 14-.51 1.13 16.66 +1.77
1 23.94- 20.90 1.13 24.17 +0.23
3 2 26.06 29.10 0.87 25.83 -0.233 26.06 29.10 0.87 25.83
-0.23
4- 23.94- 20.90 1.13 24-.17 +0.23
Table 29 Comparison of Experimental and Estimated Moment Percentages
at Section 1., Load on Posi tion 1.
(1) (2) (3) (4-) (5) (6) (7) (8)
Bridge Load Beam Experime"ntal Deflection Coeff. of Estimated DifferenceModel on No. Moment Percentages Moment Mome"nt (7) - (4-)No. Lane Percentages of Inertia Percentages
1 47.35 4-0 •84- 1.10 4-4. 91. -2.4-4-
I 2 27.97 31..11 0.90 28.00 +0.03
""'--.J 1 1.4-.65 18.89 0.90 17.01-+= 3 +2.36
I 4- 10.03 9.16 1.10 10.07 +0.04-
1 35.59 30.87 1.10 34-.22 -1.37
B-l4- 2 2 28.89 30.78 0.90 27.93 -0.963 19.38 23.20 0.90 21.05 +1.67
4- 16.14- 15.15 1.10 16.80 +0.64-
1. 24-.52 22.05 1.10 24.53 +0.01
3 2 25.48 27.95 0.90 25.4-7 -0.013 25.4-8 27.95 0.90 25.4-7 -0.01
4 24.52 22.05 1.10 24-.53 +0.01
~
Table 30 Comparison of Experimental and Estimated Moment Perc-entages
at Section 1, Load on Position 1
(1) (2) (3) (4-) (5) (6) (7) (8)
Bridge Load Beam Experimental Deflection Coeff. of Estimated DifferenceModel on No. Moment Percentages Moment Moment- (7) - (4-)No. Lane Percentages of Inertia Percentages
1 4-9 .02 4-2 • 4-3 1.15 4-8.90 -0 .1,2
I 2 29.88 33.33 0.85 28 . 4-0 -1.4-4-......... 1U1 3 13.33 17 • 54- 0.85 14-.96 1.63I
4- 7.77 6.70 1.15 7.74- -0.03
1 34-.4-4 29.81 1.15 35.15 0.71
B-3 2 2 32.34- 34-.65 0.85 30.20 -2.14-3 19.91 23.51 0.85 20 .4-5 0.54-
4- 13 .3~ 12.04- 1.l5 14-.20 0.89
1 22.21 19 .4-6 1.15 23 .1,8 0.97
3 2 27.79 30.34- 0.85 26.82 -0.973 27.79 30.54- 0.85 26.82 -0.97
4- 22.21 19 .4-6 1.15 23.18 0.97
Table 31 Comparison of Experimental and Estimated Moment Percentages
at Section 1, Load on Position 1
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
Bridge Load B-eam Experimental Deflection Coeff. of Estimated DifferenceModel on No. Moment Percentages Moment Moment (7) - (4)No'. Lane Percentages of Inertia Percentages
1 47.90 4-0.19 1.1.6 4-6.20 -1.70I
2 27.60 31.85 0.84- 26.50""-J 1 -1.•10C1'> 3 14-.29 18.78 0.84 15.56 1.27J
'+ 10.21 9.18 1.16 11. 74- 1.53
1. 34-.86 29.59 1.• 16 35.15 0.29
B-7 2 2 29.35 32.94- 0.84- 28.25 -1.103 19.96 23.89 0.84- 20.55 0.59
4- 15.82 1.3.57 1.16 1.6 .05 0.23
1 23.72 20.4-0 1.16 24-.4-2 0.70
3 2 26.28 29.60 0.84- 25.58 -0. 7.03 26.28 29~60 0.84- 25.58 -0.70
4- 23·. 72 20.40 1.16 24-.4-2 0.70
Table 32 Comparison of Experimental and Estimated
Moment Percentages at Section 1,
Load on Position 1
(1) (2) (3) (4-) (5) (6)
Bridge Load Beam Experimental Estimated DifferenceModel on Noo Moment Moment (5) - (4)Noo Lane Fe:vcentages Percentages
1 42.65 40c.90 -1.75
1 2 29076 ·30 ~ 74- 0,.983 16052 18068 2.16
4 11 .. 07 9 0 68 -1,,39
1 31050 30.098 -0.52
B-2 2 2 31009 30078 '~Oo313 21051 22.78 '1.27
'4- 15090 15046 -004LJ.
1 22071 22055 ~Oo16
3 2 27029 270LJ.5 00163 27029 2704-5 0016
4- 22.71 22055 ~Oo16
-77-
Taple 33 Comparison of Experimental and Estimated
Moment Percentages at Section 1,
Load on Position 1
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Bridge Load Beam Experimental Estimated DifferenceModel on No. Moment Moment (5) -- (1+)No. Lane Percentages Percentages
1 39.80 38.52 ~1.28
1 2 29.25 29.97 00723 17.93 19.95 2.02
1+ 13.02 11.56 ~1.lJ.6
1 30.75 30029 ~O. 4-6
B-6 2 2 29.93 29.58 -0.353 21095 23.42 101+7
4- 17037 16071 -0.66
1 23.01 22.89 ~O.12
3 2 26.99 27011 Oq123 26 0 99 27011 0.12
4 23001 22089 ~O.12
-78-
Table 34 Comparison ,of Experimental and Estimated
Momen~ Percentages at Section 1,
Load on Position 1
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Bridge Load Beam Experimental Estimated DifferenceModel on No. Moment Moment (5) ~, (4)No. Lane Percentages Percentages
1 44080 44078
-0002
1 2 32.45 30.42 -2G033 15.11 16&87 ' 1076
4- 7.64- 7.93 0.29
1 30.20 30.092 0.72
B~l 2 2 34.81 32~g9 -1.823 22.32 22.87 '0.55
4- 12067 13.22 0.55
1 19.32 20.78 1.46
3 2 30.68 29.22 ~lo 463 30.68 29.22 ~l. 46
4- 19032 20.78 1046
-79-
Table 3S Comparison of Experimental and Estimated
Moment Percentages at Section 1,
Load on Position 1
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Bridge Load Beam Exp'erimental Estimated DifferenceModel on No. Moment Moment (5) ... (4)No. Lane Pevcentages PercentE,lges
1 44~95 43.57
-1038
1 2 32.16 32.31 0.153 14. 71 17.37 2,66
4- 8.16 6.74 ~1.42
1 29.67 ' 30,. 77 1:10
B-lS 2 2 34.98 ,33G48 -1.50,~ 3 23.26 23.50 0.24-
4 12.10 1'2.25 0.15
1 l8.70 19.97 '1.27
·3 2 31.30 30003 -1.273 31030 30.03 ...1.27
4- 18.70 19.97 1.27
-:,80-
Table 36 Comparison of Experimental and Estimated
Moment Percentages at Section 1,
. Load on Position 1
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Bridge Load Beam Experimental Estimated DifferenceModel on No. Moment Moment (5) ~. (4)No. Lane Fel"'centages Percentages
1 25.85 23.50 -2.35
2 21.59 19084 ~1~75
3 16.57 17031 0.74-
1 4 ~, 12069 13.43 0,74-
5 8.83 10.85 2.02
6 7.57 '8.28 O~71
7 6._ 90 6.78
-0 ..12
1 17.73 17 .64- ...0.09
2 18.27 17.13 ·-1.14-
3 17.24- 17.10 ' ...0.l4-
B-16 2 4- 15.07 14.92 ~O.15
5 11094- 13.10 1.16
6 '10.31 10.69 0.38
7 9.45 9.4-2 ~0.O3
l 12.65 12.94- 0.29
2 14.03 13.73 ~O-.30
3 15.31 15.62 0.31
3 4- 16.02 15.43 ~Oo59
5 15.31 15.62 0.31
6 '14.03 13.73 -0.30
7 12.65 12.94- 0.29
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